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Meet the iPad 2Pearson Education, 2011

	Given Apple’s advertising budget and ubiquitous ads, plus an enormous amount of media attention, it’s still difficult to determine just what an iPad is. Is it a media player or a business machine? Does it replace a laptop? There are other tablet computers on the market, as well as “netbooks” that act like...
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Guide to Networking Essentials, Fourth EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	This book is intended to serve the needs of individuals and information systems pro- fessionals who are interested in learning more about networking technologies, but who may have little or no background in this subject matter. In the first edition of this book, the materials were originally designed to help individuals prepare for Microsoft...
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Breaking Through the BIOS Barrier: The Definitive BIOS Optimization Guide for PCsPrentice Hall, 2004
The first authoritative guide to optimizing your PC's BIOS
Your PC's BIOS enables your software and hardware to work together. But they can work together better—way better. If you want the best possible PC performance and stability, this book shows you exactly what to tweak, and how to tweak it. 

Until...
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Tini Specification and Developer's GuideAddison Wesley, 2001
"Youll be amazed when you first see a Web server running on a computer thats little bigger than a stick of chewing gum."
--From the Foreword by Tom Cargill 

TINI™ (Tiny InterNet Interface) technology is the compact and powerful solution for connecting a wide variety of hardware devices directly to corporate and home...
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Programmable Controllers: Theory and ImplementationIndustrial Press, 1997

	Since the first edition of this book in 1988, the capabilities of programmable

	logic controllers have grown by leaps and bounds. Likewise, the applications

	of PLCs have grown with them. In fact, in today’s increasingly computercontrolled

	environment, it is almost impossible to find a technical industry

	that does not use...
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The Verilog PLI Handbook: A User's Guide  and Comprehensive Reference on the Verilog Programming Language InterfaceSpringer, 2002
The Verilog Programming Language Interface is a powerful feature of the Verilog standard. Through this interface, a Verilog simulator can be customized to perform virtually any engineering task desired, such as adding custom design debug utilities, adding proprietary file read/write utilities, and interfacing bus functional C language models to a...
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Essentials of Electronic Testing for Digital, Memory, and Mixed-Signal VLSI CircuitsSpringer, 2000
Today's electronic design and test engineers deal with several types of subsystems, namely, digital, memory, and mixed-signal, each requiring different test and design for testability methods. This book provides a careful selection of essential topics on all three types of circuits. The outcome of testing is product quality, which means `meeting...
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Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices (Philips Research Book Series)Springer, 2005
Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices addresses a subject that is becoming more important over the years. On the one hand the arrival of home networks is imminent, and on the other hand we notice that chips integrate more and more functionality. The home network interconnects the Consumer...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide: Essentials, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career


	Written by CompTIA certification and training expert Mike Meyers, this instructive, full-color guide will help you pass the CompTIA A+ Essentials exam and become an expert hardware technician. Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide: Essentials, third edition is completely up to date...
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Windows Azure Platform (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2010

	The Azure Services Platform is a brand-new cloud-computing technology from Microsoft. It is composed of four core components—Windows Azure, .NET Services, SQL Services, and Live Services—each with a unique role in the functioning of your cloud service. It is the goal of this book to show you how to use these components, both...
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Mule ESB CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you're familiar with Java, this book will enable you to create a lightweight enterprise service bus using the Mule framework. Starting with the basics, you'll soon have applications on different platforms communicating with each other.


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step practical recipes to get started with...
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XBRL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
The perfect guide to help you understand XBRL-from the "father of XBRL"

What is XBRL and how can it help you streamline your business reporting? This plain-English guide from the "father of XBRL," Charles Hoffman, will tell you what it is, why it is, and how you can get on the bus with this new SEC-mandated business...
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